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Introduction
With the increasing share of intermittent renewable generation in energy systems, the com-
plexity of electricity markets and the number of market participants have increased. Such 
increase, in turn, presents a new challenge to energy system modelers as more actors and 
more complex market interactions need to be modeled, and their decision-making needs to 
be encoded (Hache and Palle 2019). This decision-making modeling is especially challeng-
ing for energy storage units, as storage operators need to anticipate how the price of elec-
tricity will behave and will act according to market expectations (McConnell et al. 2015). 
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The challenge of behavior representation is often approached in two distinct ways: global 
optimization or agent-based simulation with rule-based decision-making (for details, see 
“Related work”).

The optimization approach usually assumes some form of foresight or even perfect fore-
sight, which is unattainable in practice. Even stochastic optimization, generally based on a 
probability distribution of events, fails to explain individual behavior as it either assumes a 
common expectation of the probability of events or becomes complex very quickly and is 
similarly based on a broad set of assumptions. These models help derive general statements 
about the system’s state or needed capacity expansion but need improvement to derive or 
explain the actual strategies of operators. On the other hand, the rule-based approach typi-
cally uses one single, often heuristic strategy for all actors of a specific type. While such a 
strategy might be (close to) optimal for the individual that does not influence the price with 
its behavior, it might no longer be optimal in the aggregate case if the marketed capacity 
can affect the price.

A promising approach to this modeling challenge is Multi-agent deep reinforcement 
learning (MADRL) (Gronauer and Diepold 2022). Algorithms from this class allow us to 
model competing agents that adapt to the market and the strategies of other agents. This 
way, changing circumstances in the market, such as the entry of additional agents, are incor-
porated into the strategy design. At the same time, this class of algorithms only requires 
the design of a feedback loop with the environment, reducing the necessary heuristic or 
empirical assumptions for strategy development. One possible reason why MADRL is cur-
rently not applied on a large scale to energy market models is the challenge of training in a 
high-dimensional environment with many simultaneous learning agents. Such simulations 
are highly unstable and rarely converge, making these models intractable for large networks 
with many agents.

Therefore, this paper presents the design of an MADRL algorithm that can be applied to 
large energy system models and demonstrate its applicability. We use the multi-agent vari-
ation of the Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (TD3) algorithm (Fujimoto 
et al. 2018a) following the centralized training and decentralized execution paradigm. We 
use a specific state design to reduce the overall complexity while increasing the scalability 
of the learning method. In addition, we demonstrate that such representation can simulate 
competing strategic behavior in realistic (complex) market environments. As a case study, 
we use a high-resolution German wholesale electricity market model to demonstrate how 
energy storage units adapt their strategies when they compete and show how they pursue 
specific niches with their strategy. We assume the energy storage units as profit-seeking 
market participants and compare the results to widely used modeling approaches, i.e., 
unit commitment optimization and rule-based heuristic strategies. The proposed method 
will be helpful to researchers in refining electricity market models and better understand-
ing decision-making in energy markets. Such improvements would increase the realism 
of electricity market models and help stakeholders make better decisions, benefiting both 
consumers and energy providers.
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Related work
To understand the challenges of modeling electricity markets and representing the 
behavior of their participants, we first give a short overview of existing approaches, 
including those using Reinforcement learning (RL). Three main types of electricity mar-
ket models exist: optimization-based, equilibrium-based, and simulation-based (Ven-
tosa et al. 2005). In the following, we discuss these types with model examples and the 
representation of energy storage in these models. We also look closer at models utilizing 
RL and Deep reinforcement learning (DRL). Table 1 briefly summarizes existing electric-
ity market models, their use cases, and their main limitations.

Optimization-based models are usually constructed using linear or mixed-integer lin-
ear programming with various technical constraints (Ventosa et al. 2005). These mod-
els use a specific objective function, usually defined as welfare maximization (Leuthold 
et  al. 2012), system cost minimization, investment cost minimization, or a combina-
tion of these (Brown et al. 2018). This family of models is best suited when the research 
question involves long-term investment or short-term optimal dispatch planning. Such 
models assume a perfect market and perfect competition between market participants. 
These assumptions make them unsuitable when the research question focuses on market 
design abuse, particular agents’ behavior, or detailed strategic market analysis.

Open-source optimization-based electricity market models such as ELMOD 
(Leuthold et al. 2012), PyPSA (Brown et al. 2018), Oemof (Hilpert et al. 2018), and Pow-
erFlex (Koch et al. 2015) are some of the best-known examples. These models have dif-
ferent architectures and purposes but commonly solve an optimization problem with an 

Table 1 Overview of existing electricity market models

Model family Behavior modeling 
method

Use case Limitations Examples

Optimization-based Optimization System expansion
Investment planning

System optimal 
behavior
Assumption of per-
fect foresight

ELMOD (Leuthold 
et al. 2012)
PyPSA (Brown 
et al. 2018)
Oemof (Hilpert 
et al. 2018)

Equilibrium-based Game theory Emerging strategies
Emerging market 
dynamics

Mathematically chal-
lenging
Computationally 
expensive
Inflexible to market 
changes

Orgaz et al. (2017)
Liu and Conejo (2021)
Huppmann and Egg-
ing (2014)

Static rule-based Static market 
dynamics
Market results

No strategy adapta-
tion to changing 
environment

flexABLE (Qussous 
et al. 2022)
AMIRIS (Deissenroth 
et al. 2017)

Agent-based Classic RL Emerging strategies
Emerging market 
dynamics

Limited perfor-
mance
Discrete action 
space
No multi-agent 
learning

AMES (Tesfatsion and 
Battula 2020)
Weidlich (2008)
MASCEM (Pinto 
et al. 2014)

Novel DRL Emerging strategies
Emerging market 
dynamics

Computationally 
expensive
Only applied to 
small cases

Du et al. (2021)
Ye et al. (2019)
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operational cost minimization objective. They include technical parameters of power 
plants, storage units, and transmission networks in the form of optimization constraints 
and rely on short-run marginal and long-term investment costs for optimization. Stor-
age units in these models are modeled as pure network supplements and are dispatched 
to minimize total system cost. Such models fail to reflect imperfect competition and 
individually optimal storage behavior and typically assume perfect foresight.

Equilibrium-based models also use optimization techniques but rely on a two-level 
problem formulation, where the lower-level problem is specific to each market partici-
pant, for example, profit maximization (Boland 2017). An objective function, similar 
to the optimization-based models, is used for the upper-level problem (Boland 2017). 
The main purpose of such models is to investigate the market equilibrium and emerging 
market dynamics and analyze the behavior of market participants.

Examples of such models include (Orgaz et al. 2017), where the authors analyze the 
power exerted by different market players, and (Liu and Conejo 2021), which indicates 
that equilibrium models can help to comprehend market participants’ behavior bet-
ter. Another example is (Huppmann and Egging 2014), which accounts for the global 
energy market, including fuel substitution and power markets. Unfortunately, none of 
these previous studies include energy storage units. According to Böhringer and Ruther-
ford (2006), the high mathematical and computational complexity of equilibrium-based 
models makes them difficult to use for large market simulations. As suggested by Niu 
(2005), these drawbacks lead to the creation of hybrid models, where the market is mod-
eled using a simulation model, while individual agents can still use optimization meth-
ods for their bidding.

Simulation-based models and their most prominent subcategory of agent-based mod-
els use individual bidding strategies for the market participants. Such strategies are 
typically defined using manually derived rule-based or optimization-based algorithms 
(Bonabeau 2002). Models from this family, which employ fixed bidding strategies, are 
primarily used to investigate market dynamics. If adaptive bidding strategies are imple-
mented using learning techniques, these models also allow for analyzing emerging mar-
ket dynamics (Bonabeau 2002).

Exemplary open-source agent-based models for electricity markets, such as AMIRIS 
Deissenroth et al. (2017) and flexABLE Qussous et al. (2022), use a fixed set of manually 
derived non-linear rules as bidding policies for both power plants and energy storage 
units. Such fixed policies are typically fine-tuned to produce results in line with his-
torical data. Due to the absence of adaptation capabilities by the agents, they are not 
intended to analyze emerging dynamics in future electricity markets. In addition, such 
rules usually depend on an external signal such as a price forecast (Qussous et al. 2022), 
which leads to almost identical behavior of homogeneous agents, for example, simulta-
neous charging of all storage units when the forecast price is below a certain threshold. 
Therefore, accurate analysis of emerging market dynamics of competitive storage behav-
ior cannot be performed with such models.

Using RL algorithms in electricity market simulation has been the subject of exten-
sive research (Weidlich 2008). The AMES framework (Tesfatsion and Battula 2020) 
is an example of a market simulation framework that implements learning using an 
Erev-Roth RL algorithm (Erev and Roth 1998). Another example is the MASCEM 
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model (Pinto et  al. 2014), which employs value iteration and an Erev-Roth learning 
algorithm. While these models enable learning, the built-in RL algorithms only allow 
for a small discrete set of actions. However, recent advances in RL, particularly in 
DRL, can represent more complex behavior and promise better performance and sta-
bility levels. Moreover, DRL models support simultaneous multi-agent learning and 
can be used to train storage units with their complex market strategies.

Numerous studies have focused on using RL and DRL to develop bidding strategies 
for storage units in electricity markets, but only for a single agent. For instance, Wang 
and Zhang (2018) derive a bidding policy for an energy storage unit bidding on a real-
time market using a Q-Learning algorithm (Watkins and Dayan 1992). Meanwhile, 
Dong et al. (2021) use a function approximation-based RL algorithm to develop a bid-
ding strategy for a battery storage unit on a day-ahead and control reserve market. 
Similarly, Anwar et al. (2022) concentrate on creating a bidding strategy for an energy 
storage unit on both energy and capacity markets. They use a Proximal Policy Opti-
mization algorithm (Schulman et  al. 2017) and demonstrate excellent performance. 
Verdaasdonk et al. (2022) employ a TD3 algorithm (Fujimoto et al. 2018a) for bidding 
of storage units on the continuous intra-day market and compare the results with an 
intrinsic rolling method. Although all these studies demonstrate a comparable per-
formance of DRL algorithms, they assume that storage units are small enough not 
to influence the market price and therefore are modeled as price takers. This price-
taking assumption is likely no longer true when the storage capacity and the bid size 
are considerable. Applying the learned policy from a single agent to multiple similar 
agents in an electricity market model would result in a behavior similar to manually-
derived rules, where all storage units act alike, which is not advisable, as we demon-
strate in this study.

Furthermore, applying single-agent RL algorithms to multiple simultaneous learning 
agents is not possible due to the actions of other agents and the impact of their actions 
on the environment. For instance, their effect on the market clearing price makes the 
environment non-stationary, which violates the Markov property. This property is 
required for the convergence guarantees of single-agent RL algorithms (Hernandez-
Leal et al. 2017). As suggested in Cao et al. (2020), an MADRL approach using central-
ized training and a decentralized execution approach can mitigate this issue and enable 
simultaneous learning of multiple agents. Such an approach is utilized in Du et al. (2021), 
where the authors develop an MADRL approach using a multi-agent variation of the 
Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm (Lillicrap et al. 2015), which was 
first presented in Lowe et al. (2017) to simulate an electricity market. The authors study 
a market setup with nine agents, where three are learning agents. The authors conclude 
that MADRL can approximate a Nash equilibrium on the market and that the agents 
can exploit the market during grid congestion. Similar results are presented in Ye et al. 
(2019), where the MADRL approach with ten learning agents using a version of the pol-
icy gradient algorithm simulates a simplistic electricity market. The results also closely 
approximate the results of an equilibrium model. In both studies, the authors focus only 
on power plants and do not consider energy storage units. Additionally, the considered 
test cases by the authors are small, and no further studies on the application of MADRL 
techniques for large-scale market simulations were found.
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In conclusion, electricity market models are based on different modeling approaches. 
Many of these models consider energy storage units, whose behavior is modeled either 
through a centralized optimization or manually derived bidding heuristics. The opti-
mization approach does not consider the strategic behavior of agents, and rule-based 
approaches do not adapt to the market environment and depend on an external signal, 
thus resulting in similar (and sometimes unprofitable) behavior for all agents. Apply-
ing DRL can generate adapting emergent bidding strategies. However, single-agent DRL 
algorithms, which have been extensively studied, cannot be directly used in a multi-agent 
environment. Using MADRL approaches for modeling agents on electricity markets is 
currently limited in the number of learning agents and, in the past, has not included 
storage units. This study closes this gap and provides an MADRL method applicable to 
large-scale electricity market simulations. This method can help derive individual bid-
ding strategies for multiple energy storage units simultaneously and is thus well-suited 
for electricity market modeling.

Methodology
This section presents a detailed overview of the proposed MADRL method for mod-
eling storage units in a complex electricity market environment. It starts with a short 
introduction to general RL concepts and some details on MADRL approaches in Sec-
tion Introduction to RL and MADRL. Section Detailed model architecture provides a 
detailed description of the algorithm and modeling framework, with the description of 
the used state, action, and reward designs stated in Section State, action and rewards. 
Finally, Section Conventional modeling baselines presents the applied modeling 
approaches used as comparison baselines of the proposed method.

Introduction to RL and MADRL

RL algorithms generally aim to develop a policy for Markov decision process (MDP), 
mainly finite MDPs, where state and action spaces are finite. A finite MDP is defined 
using a state space S, an action space A, and a one-step transition probability function of 
the environment. The transition probability function P defines the probability of tran-
sitioning to each next state st+1 ∈ S given the current state st ∈ S and action at ∈ A at 
time-step t ∈ T .

An agent chooses actions according to some policy π , which can be deterministic or 
stochastic. After each transition, the agent receives a reward rt = R(st , at , st+1) , where 
R is the reward function. The main target of an agent is to maximize the total reward 
R =

t=T
t=0 rt . Given the transition probabilities we can derive the expected return J  for 

policy π:

From Eq. 1 we can derive an action-value function Qπ (s, a) , based on which we can cal-
culate the Q-value:

(1)J (π) =

∫ T

t
P(st+1|st , at)R(st , at , st+1) = Eπ {R}

(2)Qπ (s, a) = Eπ [R|s0 = s, a0 = a]
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The Q-value represents the expected return starting from state s0 , taking action a0 and 
following the policy π(s) afterward. An optimal action-value function Q∗(s, a) gives the 
expected return if taking action a in state s and acting according to an optimal policy 
afterward. Knowing the optimal action-value function Q∗(s, a) , we can derive the opti-
mal policy π∗(s) , which chooses action a∗(s) that maximizes the expected return 
π∗(s) = arg maxa Q

∗(s, a) . The technique of learning the underlying but unknown 
action-value functions is the main idea behind the Q-Learning family of RL algorithms 
with its most well-known examples the Q-Learning (Watkins and Dayan 1992) and the 
Deep Q-Networks (Mnih et al. 2013).

A different approach is to explicitly learn the policy as π(a|s, θ) , where θ is a set of 
parameters. The policy can then directly determine action a when in state s without 
referring to the action-value function. The parameters θ can be optimized using gradient 
ascent on some performance measure such as J (θ) from Eq. 1 as follows:

Here, α is the learning rate, and ∇Ĵ (θt) is the estimate of the gradient of the perfor-
mance measure with respect to θ . Due to the gradient procedure, this family of RL algo-
rithms is referred to as policy gradient methods. The most well-known examples are A2C 
by Mnih et al. (2016) and PPO by Schulman et al. (2017).

It is also possible to combine the strengths of both families, in which the action-value 
function is used as a baseline in policy gradient methods. In this case, the action-value 
function serves as a critic to the actions chosen by the policy. The policy is termed an 
actor, and such methods are referred to as actor-critic methods. Most such algorithms 
are trained off-policy, similar to Q-Learning, which improves the sample efficiency and 
optimizes the policy directly, improving stability. Examples of such algorithms include 
DDPG (Lillicrap et al. 2019), its successor TD3 (Fujimoto et al. 2018b) and Soft Actor-
Critic (Haarnoja et al. 2018).

The algorithms mentioned above provide stable performance, which can only be 
guaranteed for single-agent setups. In multi-agent cases, the system’s non-stationarity 
caused by the actors’ changing actions causes instability. Such non-stationarity violates 
the Markov property, which states that the future state must depend only on the cur-
rent state and action of the agent. As a result, memory-based algorithms such as Deep 
Q-Networks or TD3 are no longer applicable, and convergence guarantees are no longer 
valid (Hernandez-Leal et al. 2017). Therefore, we have to apply specific algorithms from 
the family of multi-agent DRL.

The issue of non-stationarity can be overcome by one of the following approaches: 
improved experience replay buffer, parameter sharing, and centralized training and 
decentralized execution (Cao et al. 2020). In our work, we use the centralized training 
and decentralized execution approach, which is compatible with actor-critic algorithms, 
and has an existing research foundation. When using this approach, during the train-
ing phase, each agent receives information about the states and actions of other agents, 
making the environment stationery. While access to information about other market 
participants is unrealistic for real-life applications, it can be successfully used for market 
modeling. Alternatively, an estimation of the states of other market participants could be 
used, representing a more realistic approach.

(3)θt+1 = θt + α∇Ĵ (θt)
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In Fig. 1, a structure of a Multi-agent deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (MADDPG) 
algorithm (Lowe et  al. 2017), utilizing the idea of centralized training and decentralized 
execution, is presented. It is built to extend the actor-critic DDPG algorithm. In this algo-
rithm, a centralized critic receives the observations and actions of all agents and provides 
informed feedback to the actors during the training phase. This approach allows the actors 
to learn policies based on local information and no longer rely on the centralized critic 
during the execution phase. It is also possible to define an individual centralized critic per 
agent, which increases the performance at the cost of computational complexity (Lowe 
et al. 2017). While this approach overcomes the non-stationarity issue, it suffers from the 
dimensionality curse. With many agents, the centralized critic needs to deal with a high 
number of state and action values from all agents. Such a high number of inputs can cause 
stability issues and might be one reason only a few simultaneous learning agents have been 
used for electricity market modeling until now (Du et al. 2021; Ye et al. 2019).

Detailed model architecture

In this study, we rely on the framework of the Markov game (Littman 1994) — a generaliza-
tion of finite MDPs to accommodate multiple interacting agents. It is represented by a finite 
number of agents N, a state space S, action spaces Ai for each agent i ∈ [1,N ] and a transi-
tion probability function P:

Compared to a single-agent setup, the state transition in the Markov game depends on 
the actions of all N agents. At time-step t, all agents observe state st and simultaneously 
decide on an action at,i . These actions form an action profile At , which affects the transi-
tion to the state st+1 . After the transition, each agent i receives a reward rt,i according to 
reward function R . The reward function can be global R or specific to each agent Ri . 
In real applications, agents typically cannot observe the complete state of the system. 
Therefore, we use the partially observable MDP setup to model the electricity market. 
Instead of the entire state st , each agent receives a partial observation dependent on the 
complete state ot,i ∼ st where o ∈ S . Each agent i aims to find the optimal policy π∗

i (o) 
that maximizes its total reward Ri.

(4)P(st+1|st , at,1, ..., at,N ) = Pr{st+1|st , at,1, ..., at,N }

Fig. 1 Graph of centralized training and decentralized execution algorithms
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We utilize the Multi-agent twin Delayed Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients 
(MATD3) algorithm, a variation of the MADDPG algorithm (Lowe et al. 2017) with 
several modifications from the TD3 algorithm (Fujimoto et al. 2018b). For each agent 
i, we define two centralized critic neural networks (NNs) Qi

θ1,2
 , two target critic NNs 

Qi
θ ′1,2

 , an actor NN π i
φ and an actor target NN π i

φ′ . Here, θ , θ ′ and φ,φ′ are correspond-

ing weights of underlying NNs. For simplicity, we discard the agent i notion in the 
following definitions since the same operations are performed for each agent.

The critic networks j = 1, 2 are updated using gradient descent on the loss function 
L(θ) defined by Eq. 5.

In Eq. 5, B is the size of the minibatch, y is the target value defined by Eq. 6, O and A are 
a collection of all observations and actions during the transition k in the minibatch.

Here, γ is the reward discount factor and O′ is the collection of the next observations 
during the transition k, and Ã′ is the collection of target actions. The target action for 
each agent is defined as ãk = πφ′(o′k)+ ǫ , where ǫ = clip(N (0, σ),−c, c) is a clipped 
Gaussian noise with σ and c being hyper-parameters.

The actor-network parameters φ are updated using gradient ascent in the direction 
of actions maximizing the action-value function and is defined by Eq. 7. Here, AA\[i]

k  
is the collection of the next actions excluding the action of agent i, whose actor-net-
work is being updated.

The target critic parameters θ ′1,2 and target actor parameters φ′ are updated in the direc-
tion of critic parameters θ1,2 and actor parameters φ using the soft-update given by 
Eq. 8 only every d updates to improve training stability. In Eq. 8, τ is a hyper-parameter 
between 0 and 1. 

For the market simulation, we use the flexABLE model developed by Künzel (2019) 
and further extended in Qussous et al. (2022). It is an agent-based market simulation 
model featuring heuristic bidding strategies for conventional power plants and stor-
age units and several electricity market implementations, including the energy only 
market, which is an abstraction of day-ahead and intraday markets. This framework 
has been validated and produces results in line with historical data (Qussous et  al. 
2022).

(5)L(θj) =
1

B

B
∑

k=1

[yk − Qθj (Ok ,Ak)]
2

(6)yk = rk + γ min
j=1,2

Qθ ′j
(O′

k , Ã
′
k)

(7)∇φJ (φ) =
1

B

B
∑

k=1

∇φπφ(ok)∇aQθ1

(

Ok ,A
A\[i]
k ,πφi(ok)

)

(8a)θ ′1,2 = (1− τ)θ ′1,2 + τθ1,2

(8b)φ′ = (1− τ)φ′ + τφ
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The code and model inputs are published along the paper1. The complete flow of the 
algorithm, the architecture, hyper-parameters for NNs, and training parameters of the 
MATD3 algorithm are provided as supplementary material along the code. The model 
is implemented in Python, with the learning algorithms also implemented using Python 
and PyTorch (Paszke et al. 2019). The training was performed on a workstation with an 
i9-13700K CPU, 128GB of RAM, and an NVidia RTX 3090 24GB GPU.

State, action and rewards

One of the main challenges of using MADRL with a centralized critic approach is the 
dimensionality curse, as indicated by Lowe et al. (2017). The dimensionality curse refers 
to the fact that as the size of the inputs to the neural networks grows, learning stabil-
ity suffers, leading to instabilities. These instabilities can limit the number of simultane-
ous learning agents and thus the applicability for large-scale models. To overcome this 
issue, we have engineered a set of observations common to all agents, which does not 
depend on the number of agents and is sufficient for good learning performance. This 
common state and the actions of all learning agents are shared with the centralized critic 
during the training phase. To further improve the agents’ performance, we have derived 
a small set of additional observations specific to each agent, which is not shared with 
the central critic and is only used by the actor. While this decision may appear to vio-
late centralized training and introduce non-stationarity, it does not. Non-stationarity 
primarily stems from changing bidding strategies and resulting market clearing prices, 
which affect agent rewards. However, as the central critic receives agents’ actions, it can 
account for these changes in rewards, ensuring that non-stationarity is addressed. Dur-
ing the development phase, we tried both approaches and did not observe any decrease 
in performance with the smaller state. This design allows us to perform simulations with 
a large number of simultaneous learning agents (tested with up to 140 learning agents).

At each time-step, t, we construct a global observation oglobalt  available to all agents, 
which consists of past [Lht−N : Lht ] and forecast [Lft : Lft+N ] residual load time series and 
past [Mh

t−N : Mh
t ] and forecast [Mf

t : M
f
t+n] market clearing price time series. The past 

and forecast values are provided for N = 24 steps. In addition to the global state, each 
energy storage agent receives its past state of charge [SOCt−6 : SOCt ] for the last six time 
steps, and its current energy charge cost ect , defined using Eq. 9.

Here, Pt is the power value of the storage unit at time-step t in MW, which is positive 
when charging and negative when discharging; �t is the market time-step, used to con-
vert capacity to energy; the initialization ec0 of this iterative value is defined as ec0 = M0 , 
assuming that the initial energy content was purchased at the market clearing price at 
initialization M0.

Only the global observation is passed to the centralized critics. As this global observa-
tion does not depend on the number of agents, the critic input does not grow with the 

(9)ect+1 =
ectSOCt − PtMt�t

SOCt+1

1 https:// github. com/ INATE CH- CIG/ stora ge- flexRL. git

https://github.com/INATECH-CIG/storage-flexRL.git
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number of agents, which improves stability and enables scalability. Also, as the global 
observation information is available to all market participants in real applications, such a 
setup closely approximates real electricity markets. All inputs are normalized to improve 
stability further.

In our setup, an action of a storage unit at time-step t is defined as at = (ept ,B
dir
t ) , 

where ept is the bid price and Bdir
t  is the direction of the bid (charging/discharging). This 

action is then transformed into a market bid Bt = (Pt , ept) , where Pt is the power of the 
bid in MW and ept is the bid price in EUR/MW. Pt is defined using Eq. 10. The power 
value is positive when it is a supply bid and negative when it is a demand bid. Pmax

ch ,Pmax
dis  

represent maximal charging and discharging power and SOCmin, SOCmax — minimal 
and maximal SOC. Such formulation for the Pt was chosen over a continuous formula-
tion Pt ∈ [−Pmax

ch ,Pmax
dis ] as it proved to produce better results and converge faster.

As a reward function, we use a straightforward implementation of economic profit or 
loss of the storage unit, defined using Eq. 11. Pconf .sup,Pconf .dem represent the confirmed 
supply and demand powers, vcch, vcdis — variable charging and discharging cost and β is 
a scaling factor for better stability equal β =

(

10Pmax
dis

)−1.

The reward function allows for positive and negative values, such that the agent needs to 
learn to make losses to achieve future profits and compensate for the conversion losses. 
While this reward function is simplistic, it naturally represents the profits of energy stor-
age units on real electricity markets. It avoids artificial reward functions such as com-
parison to profit maximization solutions.

During the initial phase of the training (10 episodes), we include a small reward of 
0.01 when the agent submits a demand bid when SOCt = SOCmin and a supply bid when 
SOCt = SOCmax . It was observed that such additional reward significantly reduces the 
time required for training.

Conventional modeling baselines

We compare the result of the MADRL to the most common conventional modeling 
approaches, namely an optimization-based model and an agent-based model, using two 
types of heuristic bidding strategies. Unfortunately, as mentioned in Section Related 
work, we found no open-source equilibrium models applicable to our use case. There-
fore, we do not compare our results to these types of models.

For the optimization-based model, we use a unit commitment model implemented 
using the PyPSA framework by Brown et al. (2018). A complete and clear formulation of 
a unit commitment problem is provided by Conejo and Baringo (2018).

The first type of the heuristic strategy is a rule-based bidding strategy, based on 
work Weidlich et al. (2018), which was later refined and validated on historical data in 

(10)Pt =











min
�

(SOCt−SOCmin)
�t ηdis;P

max
dis

�

if Bdir
t ≥ 0

−min[ SOC
max−SOCt
�t /ηch;P

max
ch ] otherwise

(11)rt = β

[

(P
conf .sup
t − Pconf .dem

t )Mt − P
conf .sup
t vcdis − Pconf .dem

t vcch

]

�t
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Qussous et al. (2022). This strategy depends on the average past and forecast price in 
a period [t − N : t + N ] and is defined using Eq. 12.

Next, the bid Brule
t = (Pt , ept) is defined, where Pt is calculated as in Eq. 13 and ept = epavt

.

Such a rule-based strategy translates into a band around the anticipated average market 
clearing price with a width of η , compensating for the conversion losses when traded at 
prices below and above this band. The storage units purchase energy when the antici-
pated price is below the band and sell energy when above the band.

The second type of heuristic strategy is an optimization-based bidding strategy, 
whose performance was compared to the validated rule-based strategy and demon-
strated comparable results regarding unit dispatch and profits for a single energy stor-
age unit. This strategy uses a rolling window optimization approach, where at each 
time-step t a profit R maximization problem over a given foresight window N = 48 
using the price forecast Mf and current SOCt as initial SOC0 is solved. The complete 
optimization problem is presented in Eq. 14. 

After solving the optimization problem, the bid Brule
t = (Pt , ept) is formulated using 

Eq. 15 to define the Pt , where the demand or supply power from the optimal solution 
is used as a power bid.

(12)epavt =
1

N

N
∑

j=1

Mh
t−j +

1

N

N
∑

j=1

Mf
t+j

(13)Pt =























min
�

(SOCt−SOCmin)
�t ηdis;P

max
dis

�

ifMf
t ≥ epavt /ηdis

−min[ SOC
max−SOCt
�t /ηch;P

max
ch ] ifMf

t ≤ epavt ηch

0 otherwise

(14a)max R =

N
∑

j=1

[

(P
sup
j − Pdem

j )Mf
j − P

sup
j vcdis − Pdem

j vcch

]

�t

(14b)s.t. 0 ≤ Psup ≤ Pmax
dis ,

(14c)0 ≤ Pdem ≤ Pmax
ch ,

(14d)SOCmin ≤ SOC ≤ SOCmax,

(14e)SOC0 = SOCt ,

(14f )SOCj  =0 = SOCj−1 + Pdem
j ηch − P

sup
j /ηdis
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To define the bid price ept , we use Eq. 16, which uses the forecast price Mf and the aver-
age profit during the optimization horizon.

This approach ensures that a storage agent would temporarily operate at a loss if the 
forecast price sequence allows compensating for this loss overall. In our trial, such bid 
formulation resulted in higher yields than a simple bid of the forecast price.

Use cases
We employ a validated large-scale energy system model for the simulations that accu-
rately represents the German wholesale electricity market, as expounded in Qussous 
et al. (2022). We utilize the fleet of pumped hydro plants in Germany to depict energy 
storage units, which we obtained from Giesecke and Mosonyi (2009) and the Federal 
Network Agency Bundesnetzagentur (2021a). For a comprehensive overview of the stor-
age systems and their geographical distribution, kindly refer to Giesecke and Mosonyi 
(2009). The bidding strategies of conventional power plants are defined by the flexABLE 
model Qussous et al. (2022), which are based on the short-run marginal costs and are 
contingent on the fuel and CO2 certificate costs. The power plant list and their techno-
economic parameters are based on the data provided by the World Electric Power Plants 
Database (Firm 2017), the German Environmental Agency (Umwelt Bundesamt 2020), 
and the Federal Network Agency (Bundesnetzagentur 2021a).

During the development phase, we used data from the entire year of 2019. Each epi-
sode has a length of 30 days of simulation, and each episode starts on a random day in a 
year. Our results are based only on the data from March to April 2019 to allow for a more 
detailed analysis. The Variable renewable energy (VRE) and the inelastic demand time 
series for Germany, both actual and forecast, are obtained from SMARD (Bundesnet-
zagentur 2021b). For the bidding zone import and export data, we used time series of 
total cross-border scheduled commercial exchanges from SMARD (Bundesnetzagentur 
2021b). For a complete overview of the data, please refer to Table 2.

(15)Pt =







P
sup
0 if P

sup
0 > 0

−Pdem
0 if Pdem

0 > 0
0 otherwise

(16)ept =











Mf
t − R/

�N
j=1 P

sup
j if P

sup
0 > 0

Mf
t + R/

�N
j=1 P

sup
j if Pdem

0 > 0

0 otherwise

Table 2 Data sources used for input data

Type Data description References

Plants Storage units Power plant characteristics Giesecke and Mosonyi (2009); Bundesnetzagentur 
(2021a); Firm (2017); Umwelt Bundesamt (2020)

Prices Natural gasCO2 EU-ETS certificatesOther energy 
carriers

EEX (2019a); EEX (2019b); Statistische Bundesamt 
(2021)

Net load VRE generation Inelastic demand Net load 
forecast

Bundesnetzagentur (2021b); Bundesnetzagentur 
(2021b); Bundesnetzagentur (2021b)

Exchanges Scheduled commercial exchanges Bundesnetzagentur (2021b)
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Similar to Lillicrap et al. (2019) and as is common in the literature on DRL, we do 
not distinguish between training and test data sets for performance evaluation. If the 
proposed method were to be applied to real-life applications, such as developing bid-
ding strategies for unit operators and their energy storage units, a test data set would 
test the agent’s ability to generalize and act in previously unseen situations. However, 
such test data sets are not required in the given case. Instead, validation procedures 
that check how well the agents perform compared to theoretical benchmarks are 
more important.

As described in Section Conventional modeling baselines, both heuristic rule-based 
and optimization-based bidding strategies rely on price forecasts, and better price 
forecasts are expected to generate better results. Therefore, we differentiate the simu-
lations using naive and simulated forecasts. A simple merit order model, where all 
conventional power plants bid their marginal cost, is used to generate the naive price 
forecast. On the other hand, the simulated price forecast is based on the simulation 
model used, with included rule-based bidding strategies. Both forecasts are produced 
in the absence of the storage units. The DRL method used in our approach relies on a 
state estimator in the form of an actor’s neural network, which is responsible for esti-
mating the current state of the environment. Therefore, the input features of the DRL 
approach are based on the naive forecast, as this state estimator can intrinsically con-
struct its price forecast. In this case, the naive forecast serves more as a system indi-
cator for the state estimator than a direct price forecast. In our model, any agent can 
act as the price setter, including the energy storage units. While this further increases 
the complexity of the environment, it better represents reality.

We use two cases to analyze the proposed algorithm’s performance, investigate the 
emerging strategies, and compare them to conventional modeling approaches. The 
first case, Case 1, examines the proposed algorithm’s performance with a single learn-
ing agent acting in an environment of high complexity. In contrast, Case 2 demon-
strates the results for a multi-agent setup in the same environment.

Case 1 represents a complex market environment based on the German wholesale 
electricity market. In this case, the complete set of conventional power plants in the 
German market is simulated (257 units) based on bidding strategies described by 
Qussous et al. (2022). In addition, the environment features VRE generation, cross-
border exchange, and forecast errors. In this case, only one exemplary storage unit 
with 500 MW of power for charging and discharging and a 5 GWh energy capacity 
represented as a learning agent is included in the simulation.

Case 2 is identical to Case 1 with one difference—here, the complete fleet of 
pumped hydro storage units with a total capacity of 6 GW is represented using indi-
vidual learning agents, resulting in 25 learning agents. This case demonstrates the 
applicability of the proposed learning and algorithm architecture to a multi-agent 
context, both in terms of the problem and learning performance. It also allows us to 
observe the differences in results compared to a single-agent setup. As typical rule-
based bidding strategies are designed with the idea of good performance for a single 
unit, our main goal with this case is to demonstrate that bidding strategies that pro-
duce good results for a single agent are not necessarily effective when used in a multi-
agent setup.
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Results
In this section, we present the findings of the case studies outlined in Section Use cases, 
utilizing the designed MADRL architecture. Specifically, we delve into Case 1 in a sin-
gle-agent setup in Section Single agent performance while examining Case 2 and its 
emerging strategies in a multi-agent design in Section Emerging strategies. These results 
demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of the proposed method while providing 
valuable insights into its performance compared to heuristic bidding strategies and unit 
commitment models, which are presented in Section Conventional modeling baselines.

Single agent performance

Figure 2 depicts the total profit of the storage unit during the investigated period from 
March to April 2019, utilizing different bidding algorithms and forecasts for Case 1. The 
profits achieved using DRL are slightly below those generated by heuristic bidding strat-
egies employing a simulated forecast. Conversely, the results of the heuristic strategies 
utilizing a naive forecast are lower but remain positive in all cases. The profits derived 
from the unit commitment problem are the lowest, which can be explained by noting 
that unit commitment does not aim to maximize the profits of each unit but rather treats 
the storage units as system supplements and can operate them at a loss to avoid activat-
ing more expensive technologies, which would lower the overall system cost. However, 
profit-seeking market participants would not operate this way, and higher profits suggest 
a more likely behavior in practice.

It is worth noting that optimization-based heuristic bidding strategies are not neces-
sarily optimal. They generate a strategy based on a potentially flawed forecast using opti-
mization and thus do not achieve the maximum possible profit, as the agent’s actions 
can influence the market clearing price, which, in turn, can lower the total profit of the 
unit.

Based on the above results, we conclude that the proposed DRL algorithm produces 
bidding strategies comparable in performance to validated heuristic bidding strategies. 

Fig. 2 Total profits in Case 1 using DRL based, heuristic rule-based and optimization-based bidding 
strategies, and unit commitment model. The results are presented using both naive and simulated forecasts 
(FCST)
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Additionally, it demonstrates that the proposed method can efficiently operate in a com-
plex environment.

Emerging strategies

To analyze the performance and benefits of the proposed MADRL approach in a multi-
agent setup, we analyze the total profits of the individual storage units in Case 2. Units 
1–20 are presented in Fig.  3. The results for larger units 21–25 are presented in sup-
plementary material, as they demonstrate similar results and do not add to the overall 
understanding.

When utilizing the naive forecast in Fig. 3a, the profits of units utilizing the rule-based 
heuristic bidding strategy remain positive. However, the profits of several units utilizing 
the optimization-based heuristic bidding strategy result in negative returns. In the case 
of a unit commitment problem, one unit also experiences losses. On the other hand, 
when implementing the MADRL approach, the profits of individual units are compara-
ble to those of the rule-based bidding strategy for some units but surpass them for most 
units.

As we have discovered from the previous subsection, a more accurate forecast leads to 
improved profits for a single agent. However, upon examining Fig. 3b, we observe that 
this is no longer the case in a multi-agent setup, where a more accurate forecast that 
ignores the storage behavior results in losses for all units utilizing both heuristic bid-
ding strategies. Nevertheless, the MADRL approach relies on its internal forecast and 
employs the naive forecast as a system indicator, which allows all units to benefit from 
profitable outcomes.

Fig. 3 Total profits in Case 2 using MADRL, heuristic rule-based and optimization-based bidding strategies, 
and unit commitment model

Fig. 4 Total charge and discharge power in Case 2 during March 2019. In (a), MADRL is used for bidding, 
while in (b), a heuristic optimization-based bidding strategy using the simulated forecast is used
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To better understand the reasons behind these effects, we present a plot of the aggre-
gate charge and discharge of all storage units in Fig. 4. As can be observed, the optimi-
zation-based heuristic bidding strategy utilizing the simulated forecast (Fig. 4b) results 
in significant supply (positive) and demand (negative) peaks with a magnitude of up to 
6 GW. This outcome stems from following a common centralized bidding strategy. Con-
versely, when implementing MADRL (Fig. 4a), the peaks are noticeably lower, reaching 
only around 2.5 GW, and the profile is more evenly distributed over time. Such behavior 
leads to less system disturbance and a more balanced market operation.

Upon closer examination of the emerging storage unit strategies, we have analyzed the 
behavior of individual units 21 and 22, utilizing their state of charge. These two units 
possess comparable energy capacity and power characteristics, with unit 21 boasting a 
maximum discharge power of 350 MW, while unit 22 can discharge up to 440 MW. Their 
respective capacities are 2 GWh and 3.4 GWh. In Fig.  5, we present the relative state 
of charge, which is obtained by dividing the current state of charge by the maximum 
state of charge, for both units using both MADRL and optimization-based bidding, with 
the aid of a simulated forecast. Fig. 5b indicates that the charging profiles of both units 
are quite similar, with notable differences arising only when physical constraints, such 
as energy capacity, come into play. When comparing the MADRL profiles in Fig. 5a, we 
can observe that the profiles differ notably, with the charging and discharging times for 
the two units mostly not aligning. For example, from March 23rd to March 25th, unit 21 
(blue) starts charging earlier than unit 22 (orange).

Furthermore, from April 9th, unit 21 is active, while unit 22 is passive. Overall, this 
demonstrates the ability of MADRL to identify niche strategies for individual units, 
allowing the agents to follow unique strategies and generate profit while avoiding eco-
nomically damaging overlap in the market. If this were to be modeled individually with-
out MADRL, it would require numerous assumptions and prove difficult for a high 
number of storage units.

Conclusion
Electricity market models are crucial for system operators to ensure adequate capacity 
and for generation and demand unit operators to plan future investments. These mod-
els must account for the competitive and strategic behavior of market participants to 
produce realistic market results. While traditional approaches to modeling market 

Fig. 5 Relative state of charge of units 21 and 22 using MADRL (a) and heuristic optimization-based bidding 
with simulated forecast (b)
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strategies, such as rule-based approaches, optimization, or equilibrium models, have 
been effective in the past, they are becoming increasingly complex to handle in light of 
ongoing electrification and decarbonization. The emergence of new and diverse actors in 
power markets, such as providers of demand-side flexibility or energy storage, presents 
a challenge as they are dispersed across the system and do not follow straightforward 
marketing strategies.

In this paper, we highlight the limitations of existing models and explore the poten-
tial of MADRL to address these challenges. However, the computationally large envi-
ronments of power system models, combined with a continuous state and action space, 
make learning computationally expensive and can hinder model convergence. To 
address this, we propose a new architecture for the state space of a centralized critic that 
receives a limited amount of broadcast information from individual agents. This archi-
tecture enables computational feasibility2 for conducting simulations with a large num-
ber of learning agents within the available resources. Moreover, this approach ensures 
scalability and facilitates the generation of models with larger environments.

We demonstrate the applicability of our model using two case studies and compare 
our results against rule-based and optimization-based heuristic bidding strategies and 
optimization approaches. As demonstrated in Results, our model performed better than 
utilized baselines regarding profits for the multi-agent setup, which shows its ability to 
produce competitive profit-driven behavior for energy storage units. This approach also 
solved the “avalanche”  effect, in which applying similar behavior policies to multiple 
agents leads to high disturbances in the system (very high charge or discharge power 
in this case). It did so by generating emerging niche strategies of competing storage sys-
tems that allow them to integrate well within the same power market.

It is also important to acknowledge some limitations of our study. First, we do not 
compare the resulting market clearing prices and historical values. Additionally, we do 
not investigate the impact of storage unit behavior on market prices. Exploring these 
aspects represents an avenue for future research.

Second, we do not include the interpretability aspect of DRL methods. The black-box 
nature of these algorithms poses challenges to their widespread application. Compre-
hending the decision-making process of DRL algorithms is difficult, so addressing this 
limitation for real-life applications like bidding strategies is crucial. Techniques from 
explainable RL, as reviewed by Puiutta and Veith (2020), can improve the trustworthi-
ness and interpretability of these models, enhancing their practical applicability.

In summary, we contribute a method for electricity market modelers to simulate the 
strategic market behavior of heterogeneous market actors and for power market analysts 
to derive market strategies for their power system resources. Our proposed approach 
provides a more elegant and sophisticated solution to the challenges faced by traditional 
modeling techniques.

Abbreviations
RL  Reinforcement learning
DRL  Deep reinforcement learning

2 The learning did not converge and a large number of agents could not fit into the available memory with the initially 
designed states.
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